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Katinka Bock
„Some and any, fleeting“
June 13, 2022 - July 2, 2022
at Cahn Kunstraum, Basel

WORKLIST

Katinka Bock
Speaker and receiver deep
2021
copper, steel, glazed ceramic
194 x 115 x 28 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/S 648

Katinka Bock
Feuilles de température
2022
copper
5 plates 100 x 100 x 30 cm each, 
Inv.# BOC/S 647

Katinka Bock
Amnésie (couchée)
2022
bronze, leather
30 x 150 x 180 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/S 646

Katinka Bock
Landumland corner
2022
fabric, wood, glazed ceramic
68 x 45 x 2 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/S 645

Katinka Bock
Parole et Parole
2022
glazed ceramic
50 x 50 x 5 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/S 644
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GALERIE JOCELYN WOLFF

Katinka Bock
Leises Rauschen
2021
glazed ceramic, aluminium tube, stainless steel string
Ceramic : 56 x 30 x 30 cm
Aluminium tube : 100 x 2cm
Triangular suspension, stainless steel cable : 1,5 mm, 
Inv.# BOC/S 634

Katinka Bock
Parole II
2021
glazed ceramic
60 x 25 x 45 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/S 633

Katinka Bock
Cuillère couchée (suspendue)
2022
oak, bronze, brass
162 x 54 x 20 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/S 622

Katinka Bock
Common People
2021
stone, copper pipes and copper funnel
dimensions variable, 
Inv.# BOC/S 614

Katinka Bock
Insomnie
2021
bronze, aluminium
124 x 44 x 53 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/S 608
ed. 1/3 + 1 A.P.

Katinka Bock
Zähne zeigen
2021
oak wood and bronze
85 x 350 x 50 cm => dim version couchée
360 x 50 x 10 cm => dim version debout, 
Inv.# BOC/S 598
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GALERIE JOCELYN WOLFF

Katinka Bock
For your eyes only, parte pelo todo I/II/III
2019
framed fabric, bronze, spikes of porcupine
1/3 : 135 x 159 cm, with 3 bronze seeds
2/3 : 135 x 350 cm, with 2 porcupine spikes
3/3: 134 x 160 cm  + 134 x 353 cm with bronzes, 
Inv.# BOC/S 563

Katinka Bock
Paris balancé
2019
steel, bronze, ceramic, water
bronze carp: 38 x 13 x 9 cm; ceramic bol: 38 x 25 x 25 
cm (8 kg)
2 hoists in steel, 120 x 100 x 7 cm each, 
Inv.# BOC/S 536

Katinka Bock
Speakers
2018
ceramics
4 elements:
3 white:
n.1) 60 x 55 x 52 cm (exhibited)
n.2) 53 x 48 x 52 cm (non-exhibited)
n.4) 54 x 52 x 54 cm (non-exhibited)

1 brown:
n.3) 60 x 60 x 50 cm (non-exhibited), 
Inv.# BOC/S 450
unique

Katinka Bock
Horizontal Alphabet
2014 - 2022
ceramic, glazed ceramic, glass
dimensions variable, 
Inv.# BOC/S 243
unique

Katinka Bock
Some and any fleeting, 9
2022
gelatin silver print on baryta paper mounted on 
aluminium
40 x 50 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/PH 120
ed. 2/4 + 2 A.P.

Katinka Bock
Some and any fleeting, 8
2022
gelatin silver print on baryta paper mounted on 
aluminium
30 x 40 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/PH 119
ed. 2/4 + 2 A.P.
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GALERIE JOCELYN WOLFF

Katinka Bock
Some and any fleeting, 7
2022
gelatin silver print on baryta paper mounted on 
aluminium
30 x 40 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/PH 118
ed. 2/4 + 2 A.P.

Katinka Bock
Some and any fleeting, 6
2022
gelatin silver print on baryta paper mounted on 
aluminium
40 x 30 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/PH 117
ed. 2/4 + 2 A.P.

Katinka Bock
Some and any fleeting, 5
2022
gelatin silver print on baryta paper mounted on 
aluminium
30 x 40 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/PH 116
ed. 2/4 + 2 A.P.

Katinka Bock
Some and any fleeting, 4
2022
gelatin silver print on baryta paper mounted on 
aluminium
30 x 40 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/PH 115
ed. 2/4 + 2 A.P.

Katinka Bock
Some and any fleeting, 3
2022
gelatin silver print on baryta paper mounted on 
aluminium
30 x 40 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/PH 114
ed. 2/4 + 2 A.P.

Katinka Bock
Some and any fleeting, 2
2022
gelatin silver print on baryta paper mounted on 
aluminium
30 x 40 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/PH 113
ed. 2/4 + 2 A.P.
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GALERIE JOCELYN WOLFF

Katinka Bock
Some and any fleeting, 1
2022
gelatin silver print on baryta paper mounted on 
aluminium
30 x 40 cm, 
Inv.# BOC/PH 112
ed. 2/4 + 2 A.P.

Katinka Bock
SOME AND ANY, FLEETING
2022
digital print on paper (posters), bronze, archeological 
metal objects from Cahn AG (part of the work only for 
the show "Some and Any Fleeting")
18 sheets each
84,1 x 118,9 cm (A0 format)
approx. 20 running meters, 
Inv.# BOC/I 68
Ed. 1/4 + 2 A.P.
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Some and any, fleeting - Katinka Bock
Archeological objects selected by the ar�st that appear trough her analog photographs

Prices in EUR net for export

EARLY MIDDLE EASTERN WORKS

1 A RHYTON IN THE FORM OF A BOOT.  H. 16.5 cm. L. 19.8 cm. Clay, polychromy.

Rhyton in the shape of a boot with rich bichrome ornamenta+on and a pointed

+p with a pouring hole on the underside. The lower sec+on is painted black and

bordered by a red line. The top is decorated with red ornamenta+on. A stylised

bird to right surrounded by an arcade with reserved circles is painted on each

side of the bootleg. A band of reserved circles above. The surfaces between the

decora+ve elements as well as the interior of the rhyton painted red. Part of the

bootleg and the heel restored. Interior encrusted. Colour partly rubbed or peeled

o1. Formerly Elie Borowski, Basel, March 1975. Therea3er priv. coll. of the Italian

palaeontologist and scholar Giancarlo Ligabue (1931-2015). Indus Valley, 2nd half

of 1st mill. B.C. 

2 A LEFT LOWER LEG OF A KOUROS. L. 35 cm. Marble. From a life-sized statue@e of

a naked youth.  Swiss priv. coll. Therea3er priv. coll.  Basel.  Greek, Archaic, 6th

cent. B.C. 

EGYPTIAN WORKS OF ART

3
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4 GROUP OF 25 GAMING PIECES AND OTHER OBJECTS. Dm. max. 1.4 cm. Dm. disc:

3.5 cm. L. max. 2.4 cm. Granodiorite, calcite, greywacke.  The group contains 25

round gaming pieces including two with Ea@end base, a Eat disc with central

perfora+on  and  a  miniature  conical  bowl.  In  addi+on  to  these,  two  Eat,

rectangular  plaques.  Formerly  Collec+on Hora+o and Patsy Melas,  Alexandria,

Egypt,  acquired  before  1967.  Thence  by  descent,  moved  to  Switzerland  and

London. Egypt, Early Dynas+c Period, ca. 3100 B.C. 

GEOMETRIC PERIOD

5 A NEEDLE WITH DECORATIVE SPHERES. L. 17.7 cm. Bronze. Solid, bronze garment

needle or hairpin. The needle head consists of a larger, slightly squat sphere and

two smaller slightly Ea@ened spherical elements; cu1s between them. A disc at

the  top.  The  transi+on  to  the  needle,  which  has  a  square  cross-sec+on,  is

adorned  by  a  rectangular  element  with  Hne  engravings  (lines,  dots  and

semicircles in a repea+ng pa@ern). Intact.  Formerly priv. coll. A. L., Switzerland

(BL), collec+ng period ca. 1960s-2000. Greek, late 8th-1st half of 7th cent. B.C. 

EARLY ITALIC WORKS

6 A GROUP OF FOUR DEER HOOVES. H. 9.5-10 cm. Bronze. Each consis+ng of sharp,

steeply  angled  hooves  and  the  lower  part  of  the  leg.  Delicate  delinia+on

separa+ng hooves from fetlocks, and a ridge at the rear of each leg.  Piercing

through the legs  suggests  they  might  have  served  as  supports  for  a  vessel  -

perhaps a cista or cauldron. Formerly priv. coll. Guy Weill-Goudchaux (Germany),

acquired between 1970 and 1995. Thence by descent. Etruscan, 6th cent. B.C. 

MIDDLE EUROPEAN PREHISTORY

7 A BRONZE KNIFE WITH HORSE APPLIQUE. L. 10.4 cm. Bronze. The handle of the

knife is formed by the head and neck of a horse that is rendered in a Eat, three-

dimensional manner. The eyes, ears, nostrils, mouth and mane are indicated by

Hne engravings. Elongated, trapezoidal blade. The knife was presumably used as

a razor. Green pa+na, par+ally with a bluish +nt. Intact. Formerly Coll. I. K., South

London, acquired 1970-1980. Roman, 1st-2nd cent. A.D. 

8 A DAGGER. L. 15.5 cm. Bronze. Dagger or double-edged knife with a blade in the

shape of a willow leaf and slightly o1set, narrow handle plate that was originally

ha3ed. Absolutely Eat cross sec+on. Belongs to the earliest metal artefacts that

were made of copper at the transi+on from the Neolithic to the Bronze Age.

Notch caused by a blow towards the top of the blade, various scratches on the

surface, otherwise undamaged. Austrian priv. coll., acquired in the 1990s on the

art market. Europe, Chalcolithic to Early Bronze Age, ca. 3500-1700 B.C. 
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ARCHAIC BRONZES

9 A BASIN. H. 12 cm. Dm. 44 cm. Bronze.  Flat bowl with collar rim on sturdy ring

foot supported by  three spindle-shaped feet.  Two handles  mounted opposite

each other. Traces of a@achment on mouth rim. Ring foot and handle rea@ached

with glue, both probably did not belong to the basin originally. Two small Hssures

in the rim. Surface corroded; bold green pa+na. Vessels and vessel parts were

o3en  reassembled  at  random  even  in  ancient  +mes.  Priv.  coll.  Switzerland.

Western Greek, 6th-5th cent. B.C. 

10 . . .   , 

 11 A  LEVANTINE  BRONZE  HELMET.  H.  19.6  cm.  W.  17  cm.  Bronze.  Levan+ne-

inEuenced Greek helmet.  High  crown with semicircular sides,  an  arch above

each of  the eyes and a small  central  point  above the nose. This rare  helmet

combines elements of the Chalcidian helmet with those of the late Achaemenid

Period. It is therefore diKcult to classify typologically. Dense green pa+na, likely

indica+ng  a  river  Hnd.  Condi+on:  Holes  for  Hxa+on,  par+ally  with  rivets  and

traces  of  bronze,  on  the  top of  the  helmet  slightly  to  the  side  of  the  apex.

Condi+on: Minor areas of inHll on the lower back of the helmet for stabilisa+on.

A few cracks (par+ally closed). Rim slightly frayed. Formerly with Robert Deutsch,

Archaeological Center, Israel. Likely a river Hnd. Accompanied by Israeli  Export

License. Levant, 6th cent. B.C. 

OTHER BLACK-FIGURED VASES

12 A LEKYTHOS WITH STAG.  H. 17.6 cm. Clay.  Shoulder lekythos with conical foot.

Picture Held with a stag standing to le3 and turning his head back. Fine incisions

delineate the outlines of the body and the contours of the antlers that rise up

over  the  picture  Held.  Mouth  slightly  chipped,  a  small  fragment  of  the  wall

(approx. 0.7 x 0.4 cm) reinserted, a Hne hairline crack (L. approx. 7 cm) in the

upper part of the wall area, otherwise undamaged. Glaze abraded in places. La

Tolfa group.  Formerly priv. coll., Geneva. Therea3er priv. coll. J. P. H., Germany,

acquired 2001 from Jean-David Cahn AG, Basel; published: Jean-David Cahn AG,

Katalog Tiere und Mischwesen II, Basel 2001, no. 38 with illus. Etruscan, ca. 510

B.C. 
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CLASSICAL BRONZES

13 A SMALL VOTIVE PLAQUE WITH INSCRIPTION: ARTEMIS LOCHIA.  H. 10.5 cm, D.

12.3 cm. Bronze.  The inscrip+on at  the top of  the plaque, ΘΕΚΡΙΤΑ ΑΡΤΕΜΙ…

ΛΟΧΙΑΙ, iden+Hes it as a vo+ve pinax dedicated to the goddess Artemis Lochia,

the  protector  of  pregnant  women  and  women  giving  birth.  Sanctuaries  of

Artemis Lochia are a@ested in Brauron and Pergamon. The plaque was folded

several +mes in An+quity. On the reverse, a ledge at the edge, indica+ng that the

plaque was soldered onto something in An+quity; addi+onally a small hole for

suspension. Formerly Collec+on J. R., New York, 1981. Greek, 5th-2nd cent. B.C. 

CLASSICAL TERRACOTTAS

14 A PAIR OF POMEGRANATES.  Dm. (max.) 9 cm and 9.6 cm. Pale, micaceous clay.

Unusually,  these  pomegranates  are  shown  par+ally  opened  to  reveal  the

naturalis+cally  rendered  fruit  within,  complete  with  juicy  arils  and  slim

membranes  trisec+ng  each  half.  Symbolically  the  fruit  had  long-standing

associa+ons  with  funerary  and  nup+al  rites  as  in  Greek  mythology  the

inadvertant  consump+on  of  several  pomegranate  arils  that  compelled

Persephone to spend part of the year in Hades to the dismay of her mother,

Demeter.  These  were  presumably  vo+ve o1erings,  par+cuarly  appropriate  for

dedica+on in the important sanctuaries to Demeter and Kore that proliferated in

Magna  Graecia.  Intact  apart  from  the  +ps  of  the  calyx  clusters,  broken  in

an+quity. Each pierced through center. Formerly priv. coll. J.P.H. Munich, acquired

from Jean-David Cahn AG in 2000. Western Greek, mid-5th cent. B.C. 

BLACK GLAZED VASES

15 A DEEP BOWL.  Dm. 21.6 cm. Clay, black glaze, white paint.  Conical vessel on a

small Eat base. Interior and exterior glazed black. Interior decorated with incised,

reserved concentrical circles as well as with a par+ally preserved rose@e and a

do@ed frieze in added white.  Ver+cal Hssure in the wall,  two small  fragments

rea@ached to the rim. Par+ally misHred, due to the way the vessels were stacked

in the oven.  Formerly Bonhams London, auc+on 16 May 2002, no. 551.  Greek,

local manufacture, 2nd-1st cent. B.C. 

ROMAN BRONZES

16 A WEIGHT IN THE FORM OF A SHELL.  L. 3.1 cm. Bronze.  Engraved lines on the

underside.  An  eyelet  for  suspension.  Formerly  priv.  coll.  A.  L.  (BL),  Basel,

collec+ng period ca. 1960s-2000. Roman, 1st cent. B.C.-2nd cent. A.D. 
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17 A BOSS OF A SHIELD (UMBO).  Dm. 13.5 cm. Bronze.  Flat conical  shape, short

thorn. Rim slightly worn.  Formerly priv. coll., South Germany; acquired on the

French art market in the 1980's. Germania, 2nd cent. B.C.-1st cent. A.D. 

ANCIENT SILVER AND GOLD

18 A SILVER SNAKE.  L. 15.7 cm. Silver.  Detailed representa+on of a writhing snake.

Flat,  lancet-shaped  head  with  Hnely  drilled  eyes,  slightly  open  mouth  and

engraved lines. The body is elaborately decorated in cold work with an engraved

net of lozenges as well as with undula+ng lines on the snake’s belly. The end of

the tail is le3 smooth. Snakes played an important role in Greek mythology and

related  cult  prac+ces,  partly  because  of  their  mysterious  nature.  Numerous

specimens,  mostly made of bronze,  were found in the sanctuaries of various,

especially  chthonic,  dei+es  where  they  served  as  vo+ve  o1erings.  Chthonic

dei+es represent the underworld and death, but at the same +me also life and

fer+lity.The snake is  also an a@ribute of  Asklepios  and Hygieia,  and therefore

appears on vo+ve reliefs to these two healing dei+es. The produc+on of such

mo+fs con+nued un+l well into Roman +mes. Reassembled from two fragments.

Formerly priv. coll. Germany, since 1980. Greek, 4th-3rd cent. B.C. 

ANCIENT LAMPS

19 A LARGE LAMP. H. 5.8 cm, D. 11.4 cm, W. 10.5 cm. Clay, thrown on the po@er's

wheel.  Bowl-shaped  body on high  foot.  At  the  front,  the sides  are  squeezed

together  to form the nozzle. Intact. Surface slightly encrusted. Soot at the nozzle.

Formerly Coll. Dr. C.N., North Rhine-Westphalia, 1990's. Phoenician, late 8th-6th

cent. B.C. 

ANCIENT SCULPTURES

20 A RARE COSMETIC VESSEL IN THE FORM OF A SHELL. L. 15 cm. H. 8.8 cm. Marble.

Two-part marble vessel in the shape of an elongated shell with dis+nct ribbing.

The bowl-shaped lower part is Ea@ened slightly on the underside. The lid has a

stepped rim permi[ng a close Ht  with the lower shell.  Surface slightly worn.

Reddish-brown pa+na. The shell  was a popular shape for vessels in  An+quity.

Such vessels were made of  di1erent materials  (mostly  bronze and terraco@a,

more rarely  marble) and were used to store cosme+cs amongst  other things.

Formerly  priv.  coll.  London,  acquired ca.  1979.  Therea3er  Rupert  Wace,  Ltd.,

London. Label with inv. no. "17341" on the underside. Graeco-Roman, ca. 2nd-1st

cent. B.C. or later 
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21 A  CROUCHING  HARE.  H.  15.7  cm,  D.  27.7  cm.  Marble.  The  imposing  animal

crouches close to the ground with slightly raised haunches and nibbles a bunch

of grapes which it holds between its forepaws. The small head with a@en+vely

raised ears is turned slightly to one side. The detailed and careful modelling of

the hare's  body creates  the impression of  liveness  and reveals  the sculptor's

desire to render the animal as naturalis+cally as possible. A channel of circular

cross-sec+on runs through the grapes to the hare's neck. A hole on the animal's

underside for a@achment. Slightly worn. Surface encrusted. Previously Coll. J. B.,

Switzerland, acquired 1960'-1970's. Roman, 2nd cent. A.D. 

22 A PAIR OF EYES AND EARS. Eyes: L. 4.4 cm. H. 1.9 cm. Ears: L. 6 cm und 7 cm. B.

3.5 cm. Limestone. One ear is par+ally preserved. The narrow eyes are almond-

shaped with straight lower rims,  and plas+cally rounded orbs.  The rims show

some residual paint and were originally painted black. The corners of the eyes

are sharp. Part of a painted sculptural face made from limestone. Formerly Israeli

art market, 2015. From a licensed An+qui+es dealer in Jerusalem. Egypt, Late or

Ptolemaic Period, 664-30 B.C. 
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�@jS\Y@�	^HY  4PNF�BOE�BOZ�ĔFFUJOH�
14.06–02.07.2022 
Cahn Kunstraum
Steinentorstraße 19, Basel (CH)

4PNF�BOE�BOZ�ĔFFUJOHƺGQƺMSPƺQGVRFƺCVFG@GRGMLƺGLƺN?PRLCPQFGNƺUGRFƺRFCƺ!?FLƺ%?JJCPW
ƺ?LBƺRFCƺ
QCAMLBƺKMLMEP?NF
ƺDMPƺUFGAFƺ)?RGLI?ƺ MAIƺF?QƺAFMQCLƺRMƺGLRCEP?RCƺRFCƺK?LGNSJ?RGMLƺMDƺ
?PAF?CMJMEGA?JƺM@HCARQƺGLRMƺFCPƺUMPIƺ@WƺKC?LQƺMDƺNFMRMEP?NFW�ƺ2FGQƺGQƺLMRƺRFCPCDMPCƺ?ƺŀAJ?QQGAŁƺ
AMLDPMLR?RGMLƺ@CRUCCLƺRFCƺUMPIƺMDƺ?ƺAMLRCKNMP?PWƺ?PRGQRƺ?LBƺA?PCDSJJWƺAFMQCLƺ?PAF?CMJMEGA?Jƺ
M@HCARQ
ƺ@SRƺP?RFCPƺ?ƺKMPCƺQS@RJCƺPCJ?RGMLQFGN
ƺUFGAFƺPCKGLBQƺKCƺMDƺ?ƺDMPKƺMDƺPCTCPQ?JƺMDƺRFCƺ
AJ?QQGA?JƺQR?ICQƺMDƺŀAMLRCKNMP?LCGRW
Łƺ?QƺQR?RCBƺ?ƺDCUƺWC?PQƺ?EMƺ@Wƺ%GMPEGMƺ�E?K@CLƺGLƺFGQƺ
CQQ?Wƺŀ5F?Rƺ'Qƺ2FCƺ!MLRCKNMP?PW�Ł
1NCAGŝA?JJW
ƺRFGQƺN?PRGASJ?PJWƺGLQNGPCBƺNFP?QC�ƺŀ!MLRCKNMP?PGLCQQƺGLQAPG@CQƺGRQCJDƺGLƺRFCƺNPCQCLRƺ
@WƺK?PIGLEƺGRƺ?@MTCƺ?JJƺ?Qƺ?PAF?GA�ƺ-LJWƺFCƺUFMƺNCPACGTCQƺRFCƺGLBGACQƺ?LBƺQGEL?RSPCQƺMDƺRFCƺ
?PAF?GAƺGLƺRFCƺKMQRƺKMBCPLƺ?LBƺPCACLRƺA?Lƺ@CƺAMLRCKNMP?PW�Łƺ�%GMPEGMƺ�E?K@CL
ƺŀ5F?Rƺ'Qƺ2FCƺ
!MLRCKNMP?PW�ŁƺGLƺ5F?Rƺ'Qƺ?Lƺ�NN?P?RSQ
ƺ?LBƺ-RFCPƺ#QQ?WQ
ƺRP?LQ�ƺ"�ƺ)GQFGIƺ?LBƺ1�ƺ.CR?BCJJ?
ƺ
Stanford University Press, 2009, p. 50).
2FGQƺAF?P?ARCPGQRGAƺMDƺ)?RGLI?ƺ MAIľQƺUMPI
ƺL?KCJWƺRFCƺUGJJƺLMRƺRMƺWGCJBƺRMƺRFCƺRCKNR?RGML
MDƺ?ƺDMPKƺRF?RƺUMSJBƺ@CƺRFCƺCK@MBGKCLRƺMDƺ?ƺ�TCPWƺŞCCRGLE�ƺ8CGRECGQR
ƺ?LƺCVCPAGQCƺUFMQCƺ
publicists are precisely the experts, appears to offer an alternative to this contemporary/
?PAF?GAƺBG?JCARGA�ƺ2FGQƺN?P?JJCJƺN?RF
ƺUGRFƺGRQƺCRFGA?JƺBGKCLQGML
ƺQCCKQƺRMƺSQƺRMƺAF?P?ARCPGQCƺ
?ƺNMQQG@JCƺ?CQRFCRGA
ƺUFGAF
ƺ?JRFMSEFƺGRƺF?QƺLMRƺWCRƺ@CCLƺEGTCLƺ?ƺL?KC
ƺ?NNC?PQƺRMƺF?TCƺ
CQR?@JGQFCBƺ?ƺKCRFMBMJMEWƺ?LBƺ?ƺDMPK?JƺTMA?@SJ?PWƺMDƺGRQƺMUL�
Thus, every time the Cahn Gallery makes its rich collections available to contemporary artists, 
?SRFMPGQGLEƺ?NNPMNPG?RGMLQ
ƺKGQ?NNPMNPG?RGMLQ
ƺBG?JMESCQƺMPƺAMLDPMLR?RGMLQ
ƺUCƺA?LƺM@QCPTCƺ
a deepening of the critical exploration of this contemporaneity that Giorgio Agamben calls 
GLRMƺOSCQRGML�ƺUCƺLMUƺGLTGRCƺWMSƺRMƺ?ƺLCUƺAF?NRCPƺMDƺRFGQƺCVCPAGQC
ƺ?ƺDMPKƺMDƺŀQRPCQQƺRCQRŁƺMDƺ
AMLRCKNMP?LCGRW�ƺļƺ(MACJWLƺ5MJDD

8IZ�TIPVME�BSDIBFPMPHZ�FOHBHF�JO�QSPKFDUT�XJUI�DPOUFNQPSBSZ�BSUJTUT �
Artists are the subtle seismographers of our environment. Their perception is out of the 
ordinary. Their approach to objects from the past refers to a sensual and instinctive dimension, 
UFGAFƺGQƺLMRƺLCACQQ?PGJWƺGLŞSCLACBƺ@WƺGLRCPNPCR?RGMLQƺMDƺFGQRMPWƺ?LBƺ?PAF?CMJMEW�ƺ2FGQƺA?LƺJC?Bƺ
RMƺQSPNPGQGLEƺNCPQNCARGTCQ
ƺEGTGLEƺLCUƺJGDCƺRMƺM@HCARQƺBSPGLEƺRFCƺCVFG@GRGML�ƺ-LACƺRFCƺCTCLRƺGQƺ
over, they then return to their usual context.
2FCƺ?PRGQRƺBMCQƺLMRƺQS@KGRƺ?PAF?CMJMEWƺRMƺ?ƺQAGCLRGŝA
ƺKSQCMEP?NFGAƺGLRCPNPCR?RGML
ƺ?LBƺBMCQƺ
LMRƺSQCƺGRƺRMƺNJC?QC�ƺ2FCƺM@HCARƺR?ICQƺMLƺ?ƺLCUƺ?NNC?P?LACƺ?LBƺ@CAMKCQƺ?ƺPCŞCARGMLƺMDƺRFCƺ
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through the eyes of an artist?
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remnants of human activities, be they functional or ritual. By changing through time, they 
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sometimes placing them contrary to their usual purpose or in surprising contexts, there
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Katinka Bock is a German sculptor and visual artist, born in 1976 in Frankfurt am Main.
2FCƺUMPIƺMDƺ)?RGLI?ƺ MAIƺGQƺ?LAFMPCB
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a rope, a table, a steel hoop and a football. For Katinka Bock, used materials hold a sense of something 
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emotions that precede conceptualisation.
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Duchamp.
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Exhibition views Some and any, fleeting 

Views of Some and any, fleeting  by Katinka Bock. Courtesy of the artist, Galerie
Jocelyn Wolff. Image François Doury
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focusing on revealing emerging artists, the gallery gradually engaged in the promotion of key historical 
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ƺ�Ļ��ƺN�K��ƺ1APCCLGLEƺMDƺRFCƺŝJKƺ/S?PPGCQ
by the artist Ellie Ga on an invitation from Katinka Bock
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